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View from the Dome
The New Year is always a time for reflection, thinking about what was accomplished in the past year and what we
want to achieve in the year ahead. This is especially true on the particular day that I am writing this letter - February
3, just one day after my father would have turned 63 years old. I wonder what he would say if he could speak to us
as we begin our fifth year of organization as “Kelly Research Technologies”?
Over the past four years we have worked to bring new enthusiasm and light to the technology that has served so
many farms and families so effectively over no less than 32 years – almost a third of a century! How have we
manifested these changes? To the outside observer the most obvious advancement has probably been the retooling
of the entire line of radionic instrumentation, not only with a great new look for both the Personal and “Large Ag”
instrument, but also with launch of new instruments based directly on the interests, needs and requests of our clients.

“Kelly Personal Instrument”

“The Seeker”

“The Beacon”

“The Workstation”

More subtle changes have included our efforts to reach out to the larger community of radionic and resonant energy
researchers not only at home in the United States, but also in other countries through the launch of the KRT website.
The response there has been nothing short of astonishing. In 2009, our website had 5,642 visitors from no less than
102 countries located on six of the seven continents!
At times the efforts to transform our ideas into reality have seemed overwhelming, with roadblocks and obstacles of
every kind to slow or bind us. It has been our focus on our objectives that have seen us move around, over and
sometimes straight through these barriers, with friends and opportunities arising from seemingly nowhere to help us.
But make no mistake, focused intent is no genie in a bottle waiting to grant your wishes! Doors will open and
opportunities will be provided, but in virtually every case we must still roll up our sleeves and do the hard work that is
necessary to transform opportunities into realities. So as our friend Lutie Larsen recently reminded us, “throw away
both your rose-colored and doomsday gray glasses” and instead focus instead on making the world a better place
through your words and actions.
With kindest regards,

